[The problem of the origin of intellect and evolutionary biocybernetics].
The discussion proposed by L. M. Chailakhian in developed concerning the problem of the origin of the natural intelligence. It is stressed that studying the origin of logical thinking is very important. It is argued that the problem of the intelligence origin should be analyzed within the framework of general investigations of the evolution of biocybernetical system. This approach can constitute the powerful branch of science named evolutionary biocybernetics. The main lines of inquiry are characterized. The strategy is outlined of development of evolutionary biocybernetics: creation and development of basic mathematical models which characterize the key "intellectual inventions" of biological evolution. The examples are given of the models (the model of dominanta origin and the model of functional system in correspondence with P. K. Anokhin's ideas), which can be developed in the immediate future. The approaches are outlined to development of these models.